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Abstract

1 Introduction
This document reports the study and work performed to integrate a set of High Performance Computing
(HPC) resources provided by the A2 Partition of the Marconi supercomputer, managed by CINECA [1],
in order to make them able to run ordinary payloads such as those distributed through the WLCG [2] Grid
Infrastructure to typical High Throughput Computing (HTC) centers.
HPC machines are designed to maximize performances of jobs using a large number of concurrent
threads spanning several nodes and submitted by local users, whereas Grid jobs are made of single or
eight core applications submitted by remote users and are intended to run on individual machines
managed by several computing centers, designed with the goal of maximizing the overall job throughput
from the employed machines rather than the execution speed of the individual jobs. The four High Energy
Physic experiments running the LHC accelerator at CERN are the main players in the WLCG Grid. Italian
researchers have historically been major contributors in the design, construction and operations of the
LHC detectors, with funding from the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN [3]). Moreover, Italy
hosts 10 WLCG computing centers providing approximately 10% of the total resources, with a Tier-1 site
located in Bologna (Italy), at INFN-CNAF. The need for computing power by the LHC experiments is
expected to increase in the next decade, at a faster rate than what a fixed model budget could sustain, even
considering the more optimistic scenario of CPU power growth allowed by the Moore law [4]. For this
reason, looking for alternative sources of computing power has become a topic of crucial interest to
investigate, and finding ways to enable on HPC facilities the capabilities needed to run WLCG payloads
have been the motivation for the present work.

2 The three parties involved
There are three main actors involved in this work, whose tight interaction was key to success.
● INFN-CNAF, a WLCG Tier-1 site providing GRID and local resources for a total of nearly 40K
CPU cores, 42 PB of disk and 95 PB of tape storage; it supports more than 30 research activities
funded by INFN. Typical payloads running in the center are single core or eight-core jobs
requiring up to 3GB RAM and up to 20GB swap per thread. The center was designed to sustain
the data intensive usage of the LHC experiments, and for this reason it provides compute nodes
having high bandwidth network access to local and remote storage resources. Furthermore, the
INFN-T1 is connected through a 200Gb/s to LHCOPN, a dedicated high bandwidth network for
High Energy Physics connecting CERN and Computing centers dedicated to High Energy
Physics research. Finally, a dedicated direct dark fiber 600Gb channel is in place connecting
CNAF and CINECA via DCI technology, with sites only 8 km far from each other. In fact, nearly
50% of the regular Compute Nodes managed by CNAF are hosted at CINECA for more than 3
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In this report we want to describe a successful integration exercise between CINECA
(PRACE Tier-0) Marconi KNL system and LHC processing. A production-level system
has been deployed using a 30 Mhours grant from the 18th Call for PRACE Project Access;
thanks to CINECA, more than 3x the granted hours were eventually made available.
Modifications at multiple levels were needed: on experiments' WMS layers, on site level
access policies and routing, on virtualization. The success of the integration process paves
the way to integration with additional local systems, and in general shows how the
requirements of a HPC center can coexist with the needs from data intensive, complex
distributed workflows.

●

3 Marconi A2 and WLCG requirements
A quick recap of how the pilot model adopted in the WLCG community works is described here. Pilots
are “general purpose jobs”, centrally submitted by a Workload Management System (WMS) owned and
managed by each VO (experiment) toward several Grid sites. At the Grid site, the Computing Element
(CE) is the endpoint contacted, and must be reachable via its public interface by the WMS. The
HTCondor-CE [9] authenticates the client, validates its authorizations, and submits the pilot job to the
local batch system (Slurm in our case) using local credentials uniquely mapped to the remote Grid client.
The batch system dispatches the jobs to the KNL nodes and executes them. Upon start, the pilot jobs call
back their WMS and receive payloads, which are executed in a Singularity [10] container, whose image is
available from CVMFS. Input and output data are usually retrieved from or uploaded to storage resources
using SRM/Xrootd and the Data Management Systems of the Experiment. These storage resources can
be local at the site or remote.
The typical setup and the straightforward operating mode of a HPC cluster do not permit to directly run
LHC workflows. A number of constraints must be relaxed, while others must be satisfied by adding a thin
infrastructural layer in order to enable access to needed additional resources; all of these changes have
been discussed and agreed with the CINECA administrators. Here follows a list of these constraints and
the actions needed to deal with them.
● Inbound connectivity and local submission. Only local users can submit jobs to the Slurm
batch system of the Marconi cluster, which is not network reachable from outside. The only way
to enable Grid job submission is to add a CE which can be contacted by Grid submitters. These
are authenticated by their X509 proxy certificate and authorized as members of a Virtual
Organization by a VO Membership Service (VOMS). The CE can submit jobs to the local Slurm
Batch System on behalf of the Grid user using one of a set of local Unix usernames (pool
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●

years now and are built up as refurbished hardware from the former Marconi A1 partition. More
are expected to be deployed in the upcoming months.
CINECA, a member of the Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe (PRACE) and a
Tier-0 facility, hosts the HPC system Marconi, ranked no. 19 in the top500.org [5] at the time
when this work started. The Marconi A2 partition counts 3600 nodes, equipped with 1 Xeon Phi
7250 (KNL) at 1.4 GHz, with 96 GB of on board RAM (out of which, 10GB reserved to the OS
by administrators). Each CPU has 68 physical cores, with 4-way hyperthreading. The total
244,800 cores together can perform up to 11 PFlops. Each node has a small SSD local disk, not
available for user activities. Temporary user disk space is provided by a large GPFS storage
connected via Omni-Path [6]. Outbound connectivity is not allowed from these Compute Nodes.
User jobs are submitted to a Slurm [7] Batch System arbitrating access to the resources.
Authorization to use resources at CINECA can be requested within PRACE [8], by participating
in a call system which grants CPU-hours after a review process. The Italian LHC Community
successfully applied to the “18th PRACE Project Access Call for Proposals”, and was assigned a
grant of 30 Million CPU hours on the Marconi A2 partition (Project 2018194658). It is worth
noticing that each Slurm job is assigned with a whole node as a minimum and accounting is
evaluated accordingly, by counting the time elapsed on a node multiplied by the number of
physical cores on the node (68, in our case). The grant was requested for specific physics studies,
but also for initiating an handshaking procedure with CINECA in view of a larger utilization of
CINECA’s current and future systems for HEP computing. Indeed, the INFN-CNAF Tier-1 and
the next CINECA HPC (Leonardo, a pre-exascale system expected by 2021) will be partially
co-located in a new facility, and any expertise acquired in running LHC workflows in the current
system would be precious in planning the Leonardo infrastructure.
The italian groups of the four LHC experiments, ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, LHCB, supported by
CERN colleagues, have a large and more than decennal expertise in the operations of the Grid
facilities for job submission and data management, mainly located at CERN and conforming to
the standards of the WLCG community.

●

●

●

4 What to run
Having satisfied the above requirements, Grid jobs can be submitted to the HTCondor-CE from CNAF or
from CERN. These in turn are translated to Slurm jobs, locally submitted by the CE as whole node jobs.
This is a major difference with respect to the ordinary workflow of the LHC experiments, who typically
adopt single core or eight-core payloads. Moreover, the whole node itself is much different than a typical
Worker Node adopted in WLCG, as can be seen on table [1]. The color codes are according to the
“severity” of the limitation as detailed in [12].
There are two main topics for the LHC experiments to work on:
1. How to make best use of a whole machine having a lower than usual core to memory ratio. In
this regard, two strategies are in principle possible:
a. Running the number of ordinary payloads which best fit the available memory. Which
ones depends on how heavily the needed IO impacts on the performances: simulation
jobs have the lowest IO footprint and as such are a first promising use case.
b. Running multi threaded payloads after having selected an optimal number of threads in
order to maximize the efficiency without exhausting the available memory
2. Adapting or configuring the Workload Management System to optimize the payload distribution
on this kind of computing resources.
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accounts) which is uniquely mapped with the Grid counterpart. CINECA agreed to host a
HTCondor Computing Element and allow connections from a set of CNAF and CERN networks.
Outbound connectivity and payload factories. HPC jobs do not need outbound connectivity.
LHC jobs however need to contact upon start a “payload factory” (a component of the WMS)
managed by the VO and located at CERN, which assigns the pilot job with the actual task
(payload) to execute. They might also need to contact a Storage Manager Service to upload their
final output. For this reason, outbound connectivity is required. CINECA administrators agreed
to enable outbound connections from Marconi nodes toward CERN and CNAF networks.
Read access to external shared file systems. CVMFS is an http-based network filesystem
where WLCG jobs have read access and can find needed libraries or other data they could need.
File system contents are centrally managed by the experiments. To enhance performances and
reduce network traffic, a local cache (squid) is kept locally at the centre. The CVMFS solution
has been considered useful also outside the HEP community, and was already considered by
CINECA.
Singularity. Singularity is a software package providing a “lightweight” containerization
technology which can work in user space. Several HEP communities adopt this solution to
provide their jobs with a well-known and uniform environment. Singularity images are usually
distributed via CVMFS. This makes it possible to start a job satisfying bare minimum
requirements to start on the node and then launch the “second stage” inside a container. The only
requirement on the Marconi nodes is to install the singularity package.
Access to CNAF and external storage resources. Not strictly needed, but strongly useful in
order not to overload CINECA’s GPN, a partial 40 Gbit/s connection was established on the
Infinera private link; this enabled jobs to directly access Input and Output data on storage
available at CNAF through a fast dedicated channel, using the Xrootd protocol. For other
sources, not directly reachable due to the routing limitations, an Xrootd proxy has been deployed
at CNAF to cache the input files and then serve the executing processes. This was done in
collaboration with the XDC EU Project [11]. The net result is that all remote files were
accessible by the KNL nodes from the cache or directly. Output files are shipped to the CNAF
storage system using SRM or Xrootd protocols, and as such registered in the Data Catalog of the
Experiment.

A typical WLCG node has

A KNL CPU: 68 or 272(HT) cores, x86_64, rated at
~¼ the HS06 of a typical Xeon
96 GB RAM, with ~10 to be reserved for the OS: only
0.3 GB/thread if all 272 HT threads are used
No external connectivity

1/2 Xeon-level x86_64 CPUs: typically 32-64 cores,
O(10 HS06/thread) with HT on
2GB/thread. Setups with 3 or 4 are nowadays more
common
Full outbound external connectivity, with remote sw
accessed via CVMFS mounts
O(20) GB/thread local scratch space
Access via a CE. Single thread and 8 thread slots are
the most typical; 48+ hours lease time
Access via pilots and late binding; VOMS AAI for
end-user access

No local disk (large scratch areas via GPFS/Omnipath)
Access to batch nodes via SLURM; Only Whole nodes
can be provisioned, with 24 h lease time
Access granted to individuals

Table 1. Differences between Marconi A2 nodes and typical WLCG nodes

Every one of the four LHC experiments manages its own WMS to distribute their own payloads and
workflows. Thus, after having enabled Grid submissions to the resources of Marconi A2, the next step is
that of selecting the right payloads to run and how to configure or adapt their WMS to use at best these
ones.

5 Planning, tests and results from the experiments
5.1 ALICE
ALICE performed its initial tests by performing local manual submissions. This was useful both to test
and validate the O2 software framework [13] developed for ALICE Run-3, and to measure performances
when executing different multithreaded simulations as payload. The simulations are performed with
pythia8 with Pb-Pb collisions at 5.5 TeV per nucleon pair and using GEANT4 [14] as particle propagator
in the detector material.
Grid submission tests were also performed, by installing at CNAF a dedicated “vobox”, which is the
HTCondor based user interface that ALICE employs to submit Grid jobs. This one was configured for
testing the Marconi A2 resources. Both input and output files are stored at CERN or at CNAF on ALICE
storage via Xrootd; the ALICE O2 software is available via CVMFS and runs within singularity.
Using Pb-Pb simulations allowed us to test all the functionalities of the O2 software and, in particular, the
parallel propagation of particles in the same event with multi-thread processes, which was useful to
reduce RAM usage. Performances have been determined by collecting metrics monitored during the job
execution by a custom script: runtime, output size, RAM usage peak.
The results, graphically reported in Figure [1a,1b], proved we are able to reach a number of simulated
events up to 160 with a reasonable time per job (within 12 hours) and using all CPU resources available in
the node.
The actual conclusion at the end of this first exercise is the demonstration that ALICE is able to run Run-3
simulation jobs in a HPC system if well defined requirements are satisfied, as provided in our case both
from the CINECA and CNAF staff.
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A typical standard Marconi A2 node is
configured with

Fig. 1b. Events per hour as a function of the number of
threads. A knee is visible at 60 threads (O(number of
physical cores)); the efficiency grows until ~ 110
threads.

Fig. 1. Left: event/s from ALICE MP simulation on KNL, up to HT4x; Right: throughput and memory utilization
(Minimum Bias events) with varying configurations in (# of Threads per Process, # of Processes per node).

5.2 ATLAS
The ATLAS Experiment uses the Production and Distributed Analysis (PanDA) system [15] as
data-driven WMS, to submit both production and user analysis jobs to the sites. CINECA resources were
integrated in Panda as a separate queue of the CNAF site. Multicore jobs with 48 threads, running fast and
full Montecarlo simulations, were selected to perform massive submission to Marconi A2, as this size
proved to fit well with the available RAM of the nodes.

Fig. 2. Left: Job slots used by ATLAS at Marconi A2, from May 2020 to March 2021; Right: Average CPU
efficiency of ATLAS jobs running at CINECA compared with job efficiency at INFN-CNAF

ATLAS was able to run production jobs on CINECA nodes with a peak usage of 12K concurrent slots,
and to saturate the available share when a limit was set. The average CPU efficiency was about 85%. For
input data retrieval from GRID storage, we tested two job setups: from STORM at CNAF and from EOS
at CERN; in both cases gsiftp protocol was used for file transfer. Both configurations showed good
performance, with very slight loss of efficiency when reading from CERN, as Montecarlo jobs are not I/O
intensive. Success vs failure rate was about 95%, testing period included, which is a very good result, in
line with the success rate of the INFN Tier1 site.
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Fig. 1a. Peak RAM usage and average ram used as a
function of the number of threads on a KNL node.

5.3 CMS

Fig. 3. Performance of CMS processing at CINECA Marconi A2. Top: the utilization of KNL cores, categorized by
the multi threading level of the applications (4, 8 and 15 cores per process); top utilization has been in excess of 22k
cores. Bottom Left: CPU efficiency of Production and Analysis workflows. Bottom Right: flushing behavior of the
20 TB SSD Xrootd proxy cache at CNAF, used to provide access to all the files in the CMS Xrootd/AAA federation.
© Copyright owned by the author(s) under the terms of the Creative Commons
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The CMS Experiment dispatches workloads to its Distributed Computing infrastructure via a WMS based
on HTCondor, using a pilot-enabled solution.
As a first step, a GlideinWMS Factory [16] submits “pilots” to every CE we have installed at the O(100)
facilities. These are converted into batch jobs according to the matching site-specific technology
(SLURM), and are started according to site policies and resources shares as agreed via WLCG.
The pilots, once executed, start a HTCondor STARTD daemon, which connects the node to the CMS
Global Pool [17], registering itself as a resource available to CMS. In the case under study, we chose to
register Marconi A2 nodes as standard CNAF nodes, in order to experiment with an elastic extension of
the italia WLCG Tier-1, instead of creating a brand new site.
CMS HTCondor based matchmaking mechanism allows sites (or even single nodes) to execute specific
workloads, via a cherry-picking method. The Marconi resources, when joining the CMS Global Pool, can
specify additional requests with respect to CNAF nodes, and in particular we explored the possibilities to:
● ask for low memory jobs, since the standard RAM/thread is lower on KNL than on Xeon nodes
at CNAF;
● ask for workload types (“Subtask names”) known to need low IO (as simulation and generation);
● veto certain processing types, like analysis jobs on which much less quality assurance is
performed before submission;
● ask for resizeable jobs, which are explicitly allowed to be run in a range of thread configurations.
This has been chosen in view of further manipulating the payloads, as explained later.
Many combinations of such parameters were tested, starting from very simple ones (only low memory /
low IO production jobs), to the most demanding (accept full Monte Carlo production StepChains[18], and
end-user analyses). The final configuration, established after the commissioning of the 40 Gbit/s reserved
link to CNAF, has demonstrated that CINECA can be used as a standard CMS facility, on which almost
all the workflows can be executed. In particular, all analysis jobs were green lighted, and for production
jobs only long lasting jobs were discarded; the final cherry picking configuration is indeed
"Analysis || ( Production && ExpectedWallTime < 500 minutes)”
As the initial grant was extended (see last section), CMS was able to use more than 30 Million CPU hours
at CINECA Marconi A2 out of an expected 7.5 Million, with workflow success rates and CPU efficiency
close to similar workflows running at standard WLCG sites, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The utilization of
Xrootd caching proxies showed to be effective, with a limit due to the size of the available disk (20TB),
which was shown not adequate when allowing analysis activities to flow over it. Further studies are
needed to assess the optimal cache size, and are planned for Marconi100 operations as soon as technically
possible.

The results obtained include a joint test with the ESCAPE EU Project [19], which has used the CINECA
setup in conjunction with its data lake prototype [REF 20]. The press release [REF 21] cites CINECA-A2
as an extension of CNAF-INFN as a first example of a data lake to HPC combined workflow.
5.4 LHCb
In LHCb, Grid jobs are submitted by the DIRAC [22] WMS. Monte Carlo (MC) simulation payloads
were used on the CINECA HPC. These are by far the largest consumers of Grid computing power for
LHCb, representing nearly 90% of the total. These jobs do not need to retrieve input files and can store
the output at CNAF. Until recently, only single core jobs were used. To address this use case, work has
been done both at the computing side, to enable multicore submission in DIRAC, and to also on the
application software side, to implement the capability to handle concurrent payloads in the same pilot job
using a multi-process approach (Figure [6a]). Doing so, it is possible to address the “whole node per job”
scenario. Tests of several single-process and multi-process configurations have been performed (Figure
[5a,5b]), coming to the conclusion that up to 80 single core jobs can concurrently run, or up to 17 eight
core jobs within the limit of the available RAM. The observed performance gain from using multi-core
jobs is however nearly negligible. Further details of this work are described in Ref. [23].

Fig. 5. Throughput in event/s (left) and memory utilization (right) for LHCb MP simulation on KNL, up to 2xHT, for
various configurations in (Number of Processes per Job, Number of Jobs per node).
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Fig. 4. Exit code for CMS jobs running at CINECA.

After commissioning Multi core job submission in DIRAC, successful production jobs were run in
Marconi A2 nodes by Q3 2020. After that, a large-scale exploitation was performed, running (mostly)
about 70 single core payloads per node, during Q4 2020 and Q1 2021. The activity is reported by Figure
[6b]. During February 2021, CINECA was the largest site outside CERN for MC simulation.

6 Overall Results
The PRACE project, originally requested for 72 Million core hours, was granted for 30 Million core
hours only, from April 2019 to April 2020. After the April deadline, the possibility to use KNL resources
was extended by CINECA, and by the end of February 2021 93 Million core hours were used, with all
the participating experiments able to reach production level in specific or global activities.
CMS and ATLAS and LHCb were able to (largely) exceed the 7.5 Million core hours as per the grant,
while ALICE stopped the activities after a successful proof-of-concept with their workflows. Figure [7]
shows the temporal and total utilization of Marconi A2.

Fig. 7. Left: total utilization of the Marconi A2 from April 2019 to February 2021. The brown area shows the amount
of remaining grant (30 Million core hours). (right) utilization by experiments as a fraction of the utilized 93 Million
core hours.

7 Future directions and conclusions
After the conclusion of the Grant, the Marconi A2 system has been switched off, in order to make space
for the newer Marconi100 and Galileo100 CINECA systems [24].
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Fig. 6. Left: schematic representation of multi-core job scheduling in DIRAC. Right: number of concurrent LHCB
jobs on the CINECA HPC between Q2 2020 and Q1 2021

The collaboration with CINECA has already been very fruitful for the LHC experiments, since it has
driven a number of R&D needed in order to optimally utilize such a non standard machine; all the
experiments reported at recent CERN level reviews the successful utilization of CINECA systems. At the
same time, we think continuing with the tests is essential for the experiments in order to pave the way for
a greater utilization of future HPC systems, and for CNAF to be prepared for the transition to the future
pre-exascale Leonardo system at CINECA.
The present work is a continuation of a series of integration efforts, as reported in [27], [28], [29], [30].
The authors would like to thank PRACE and CINECA for the opportunity to test our workflows on HPC
facilities, and for the constant help and discussions. Special thanks in particular to Massimiliano Guarrasi,
Marcello Morgotti, Daniela Galetti and Carlo Cavazzoni.
This work has been partially supported by the ESCAPE EU project [31], G.A. 824064.
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The two new systems, especially Marconi100, are even less standard with respect to Marconi A2.
Marconi100 deploys two IBM Power9 CPUs per node, with 4 last generation Nvidia V100 GPGPUs,
which provide most of the computing power. The full system consists of 980 nodes, for a total of around
32 PFlops.
INFN and its members in the LHC experiments are planning to experiment on the Marconi100 system; on
top of the same solutions deployed for Marconi A2, additional efforts have started in the development,
deployment and test aiming to:
● enable PowerPC systems within experiments’ Workload Management Systems;
● enable the capability to offer GPUs as a center capability, and to match workflows which can use
them;
● validate the system for generic experiment workflows (with a low utilization of the GPU part)
and for specific, GPU-heavy, ad-hoc workflows as those from Machine Learning training and
inference.
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